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Abstract: Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is the most common type of dementia in the world. There is no cure for the disease. The early
detection of the disease is the goal for better AD treatment. Computer-aided diagnosis serves as a supportive tool in AD diagnosis,
which classifies the stages of AD from the three-dimensional (3D) brain images. In image processing, a 3D image will result in
millions features. Therefore, apart from extracting significant features for AD classification, the feature extraction step also involves
reducing the dimensions of the data. This paper aims to investigate the suitability of the current dimensionality reduction methods on
AD classification. In addition, this paper also examines the impact of various intrinsic dimension estimation techniques on the
dimensionality reduction techniques. The contribution of this paper is to conduct the comparative study with same dataset, which
allows a comparison of the strengths of existing methods on AD classification. A total of 200 subjects with T1-weighted images were
obtained at different time points from Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database. The performance measurement
of this paper is classification accuracy. The best approach among the methods discussed in this paper is the combination of discrete
wavelet transform and principal component analysis, and it achieved 87% accuracy in average for the dataset collected at different
time points. It reveals that the current techniques have the strength in extracting significant features for AD classification. However,
the classification performance is influenced by the intrinsic dimension on dimensionality reduction. Therefore, the rationale and
suggestions for improvement of the methods are discussed.
Keywords: Alzheimer’s Disease, Dimensionality reduction, Intrinsic dimension estimation, Feature extraction

1.

INTRODUCTION

According to the World Alzheimer Report 2015, it
reported that there were 46.8 million people suffered for
dementia in 2015 and the number of patients is expected
to increase almost double every 20 years in the worldwide
[1]. AD is the most common cause of dementia which
even leads to death due to complications. The patients
undergo brain changes which results in memory loss,
change of behaviors and language problem. It influences
the patient, the family members and the caregivers in
heath, work, finance, and social life. Therefore, the early
detection of AD can help in improving their quality of
life.
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is one of the
brain imaging techniques commonly used in AD
diagnosis. It produces three-dimensional images for the
brain which causes millions of features in image
processing. Therefore, AD classification involves two

main processes, which are feature extraction and
classification. Feature extraction is the process in
extracting the significant features for classification while
reducing the dimensions of the data. For this reason, the
technique used is also called dimensionality reduction
technique. Dimensionality reduction is very important to
prevent overfitting and reduce the computation cost.
Classification is a process to categorize the group of the
disease. Machine learning methods are commonly applied
for AD classification, especially Support Vector Machine
(SVM) and Neural Network nowadays. On the other hand,
there are different kinds of dimensionality reduction
methods have been applied.
The dimensionality reduction methods can be grouped
into linear approach and non-linear approach. Principal
component analysis (PCA) and partial least square (PLS)
are widely used linear transformation approaches [2]–[4].
The result in [3] supported PLS performed better
compared to PCA in extracting discriminative
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information. The authors in [5], [6] applied discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) and PCA to extract and reduce
the features. The authors in [6] claimed that the
performance of DWT alone was better than the
combination of DWT and PCA. H.Park [7] applied a nonlinear approach, called ISOMAP to quantify the shape
information through embedding the data to lower
dimensions according to the distance measure. The author
stated that Isomap may perform well in time series
analysis. Xin Liu, et al. [8] implemented local linear
embedding (LLE) for AD classification to preserve the
local properties of the volume and cortical thickness, at
the same time, it transformed the data to lower
dimensional space. The authors mentioned that LLE
performed well with different classifier.
Besides this, the author in [9] employed a deep
learning approach called autoencoder. The author claimed
that autoencoder outperforms PCA for non-linear data.
Autoencoder uses artificial neural network architecture
with a bottleneck layer to force the model to reduce the
dimension or compress the data. The stacked
autoencoders was applied in the multiclass AD
classification [10]. The top layers of stacked autoencoders
are unsupervised feature extraction and the target layer is
supervised classification. Nevertheless, computational
time is the concern of applying stacked autoencoder [11].
Apart from computational time, memory bottleneck is
also the issue in deep learning. To tackle the problem, we
suggest a two-tier autoencoders dimensionality reduction.
The difference of traditional autoencoders with the
proposed technique is mentioned in methodology section.

same study population, which makes the benchmarking of
the methods is impossible. This paper enhances the
understanding towards the strength of existing
dimensionality reduction methods on AD classification.
Besides, this paper also contributes to explore the use of
intrinsic
dimension
estimation
with
different
dimensionality reduction methods. We reveal the impact
of the intrinsic dimensions computed from intrinsic
dimension estimation methods towards the classification
results. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the methodology of this paper, Section 3
explains the implementation and evaluation, Section 4
presents and discusses the results, and Section 5 draws a
conclusion for this study.
2.

METHODOLOGY

The evaluation of the intrinsic estimation methods and
dimensionality reduction methods were conducted as Fig.
1. We have grouped the steps into four main processes:
data collection and preparation, intrinsic dimension
estimation, dimensionality reduction and classification.
The details of the processes are discussed in the following
sub-sections.
A. Data collection and preparation
The data collection was based on the information
provided by Salvatore, et al [4]. The data were obtained
from ADNI database. The ADNI was launched in 2003 as
a public-private partnership, led by Principal Investigator
Michael W. Weiner, MD. The primary goal of ADNI has
been to test whether serial magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), other

Intrinsic dimension refers to the minimum number of
dimensions needed to interpret the data in low
dimensional space. It is crucial to decide the intrinsic
dimension to be transformed. However, most of the
research studies in AD classification did not raise this
issue. The intrinsic dimension estimation methods can be
served as a problem solver in this case. It can be grouped
into three classes, which are projection approach,
probabilistic approach and geometric approach [12]. The
typical methods for each category are eigenvalue-based
estimation (EigValue), maximum likelihood estimator
(MLE) and correlation dimension estimator (CorrDim)
[13]–[15]. This paper compared aforementioned methods
and the more recent method which is dimensionality from
angle and norm concentration (DANCo) [16].
The motivation of this paper is to identify the suitable
dimensionality reduction method on magnetic resonance
images that can improve the accuracy of AD
classification. Therefore, the contribution of this paper is
to compare different dimensionality reduction techniques
by using the same study population. In previous studies,
most of the researchers did not apply the methods on the

Figure 2. The framework of comparative study on dimensionality
reduction approaches
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biological markers, and clinical and neuropsychological
assessment can be combined to measure the progression
of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and early
Alzheimer’s disease (AD). For up-to-date information, see
www.adni-info.org.
The data were collected across four time points to
allow the prediction on the conversion to AD in future
research studies. The brain images of each subject were
obtained at the time point 24 months before stable
diagnosis, 18 months before stable diagnosis, 12 months
before stable diagnosis and during stable diagnosis time
point. The data consisted of 50 healthy control (CN), 50
stable mild cognitive impairment (SMCI), 50 progressive
mild cognitive impairment (PMCI) and 50 AD. The
subjects were grouped into two classes, which were AD
with PMCI and CN with SMCI in this paper.
The images collected from ADNI dataset were
preprocessed T1-weighted structural MR images. The
images had undergone 3D gradient inhomogeneity
correction [17] to correct the gradient nonlinearity and B1
non-uniformity correction to correct the non-uniformity of
intensity [18]. The images were downloaded in 3D
Neuroimaging Informatics Technology Initiative (NIfTI)
format in a single file. Furthermore, the images were
applied with several preprocessing steps using
Computational Anatomy Toolbox (CAT12) with the
default parameters. The preprocessing steps included
image
alignment,
skull-stripping
and
spatial
normalization. After the normalization, the images had
been transformed into the size of 121 x 145 x 121 voxels.
The data were segmented to gray matter (GM) and white
matter (WM). This paper used GM as the features for AD
classification. After the preprocessing, the data were
partitioned into two subsets due to the supervised learning
were implemented in this paper. It is a must to implement
data splitting so that it could prevent the test data being
exposed to the trained model while allowing the
assessment on model accuracy. In this paper, the data
were divided equally for training set and test set.
B. Intrinsic dimension estimation
The process of dimensionality reduction started with
computing the intrinsic dimension. The training set was
the input for every intrinsic dimension estimation
approach. MLE maximizes the likelihood to the distances
between close neighbors. The distances between close
neighbors are computed through k nearest neighbor
(KNN). It is crucial to decide k value because a smaller k
value may focus on the noisy data, and it gives a high
impact towards the result. On the other hand, larger k
value may cause bias and increase computation time. One
of the suggestions on k value is k equals to the square root
of the training set size [19]. In addition, by setting the k
values in a range rather than a single k will help to tackle
the noise and bias issue. Therefore, the k values used in
this paper were in the range of 6 to 14, where the square
root of the size of training set was 10.

3

EigValue method determines the intrinsic dimension
by comparing the eigenvalues with the threshold. The
threshold was set to 2.5% in this paper, which required the
eigenvalues that were more than 97.5% of the total
variance of the data. The value of the threshold should not
be too high because the purpose for dimensionality
reduction is extracting significant features while
minimizing the loss of information. CorrDim finds the
distance of the nearest neighborhood through KNN. By
using the median value and maximum value of KNN,
CorrDim estimates the intrinsic dimension by calculating
the slope of the curve.
DANCo is specified design for the high
dimensionality data through considering the concentration
of distance and the angle effects in high dimensionality
data. The concentration and angle effects are calculated
through identifying the value of the set of neighbors.
DANCo applies KNN to find the nearest neighbors, the k
value was set to 10 in this paper. The rest of the
parameters were used according to the original paper [16].
C. Dimensionality reduction
The intrinsic dimensions obtained from the previous
section were used as the parameter for each
dimensionality reduction technique. PCA decomposes the
data to uncorrelated data, which is called principal
components. The first principal component has the highest
variance, and it presents most of the data. The
decomposition process is done through eigen
decomposition or singular values decomposition (SVD)
[20]. SVD is proved that it is numerically stable for the
matrix [21]. Therefore, this paper included this method in
the comparison to compare the ability in extracting
significant AD features, named SVD-PCA. PLS works
similar to PCA but PLS maximizes the covariance
between factors of data and response variables [22].
PCA is a linear transformation method but the realworld data is not all distributed linearly. Therefore, Kernel
PCA is introduced to handle non-linear data [23].
Polynomial kernel PCA (PKPCA) and Gaussian kernel
PCA were tested in this paper. However, the classification
results of Gaussian kernel PCA showed that the classifier
grouped all test set into one class. Hence, this paper has
excluded Gaussian kernel PCA in the comparison. Instead
of using covariance matrix as input, Kernel PCA
computes eigen decomposition on the kernel matrix [24].
Kernel PCA transforms the data to a higher dimensional
feature space, to make the data distributes linearly.
Autoencoder is also treated as a non-linear PCA
approach. It utilizes a bottleneck layer to achieve
dimensionality reduction [9]. The bottleneck layer
contains smaller number of nodes than both input and
output layer. Autoencoder is an unsupervised learning,
which consists of encoder and decoder. The encoder of
the trained autoencoder will generate the compressed
features while the decoder reconstructs the data for
http://journals.uob.edu.bh
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examining the quality of the compression. Two or more
autoencoders can be applied to further reduce the
dimension. The output of first autoencoders are directly
fed into second autoencoders. In this paper, we have
adopted a two-tier autoencoders. The traditional
autoencoders train all the features at the same time but
this is impossible for those datasets that have a large
number of features. This study contains of 2122945
features, it requires lots of computational resources to
compute the neural network. Therefore, we have divided
the computation into two levels. The first autoencoder
compresses each slice of the sample to a low dimensional
representation. The significant features of each slice are
captured through first autoencoder. Then, all the low
dimensional slices for each sample are concatenated and
become a feature vector. The feature vectors of all the
samples are the input of the second autoencoder. The
second autoencoder captures the global properties and to
further reduce the dimension. The size of the hidden layer
for first autoencoder used in this paper was the number of
slices for each sample and the size of the hidden layer for
second autoencoder was based on the intrinsic dimension.
Furthermore, this paper also explored another two
non-linear transformation approaches, which were Isomap
and LLE. Isomap considers the distribution of
neighboring datapoints through the incorporation of
geodesic distances between the datapoints [25]. The eigen
decomposition is applied on the geodesic distance matrix.
LLE works similarly to Isomap but LLE preserves the
local properties within local neighborhoods. The
contribution of each neighbors of the datapoint determines
the reconstruction of the data [26]. Most of the non-linear
dimensionality reduction techniques require parameter
tuning. Therefore, we implemented 10-fold cross
validation for the non-linear dimensionality techniques.
The optimal parameter is the value yields the lowest error
rate.
The 2-dimensional discrete wavelet transform (2DDWT) decomposes the data into different frequency
bands which results in a smaller size of data [6].
Therefore, it can be considered as a data reduction tool
indirectly. In this paper, we employed Haar wavelet up to
level 3 on each slice of the sample instead of the whole
training set to solve the memory issue. It has extracted
36784 features for each sample. Due to the large amounts
of features, we further performed PCA on the extracted
data. Besides this, we also applied 2D-DWT with Mutual
Information (MI) because of the results in [6] showed that
the combination of 2D-DWT+MI obtained higher results
than 2D-DWT+PCA.
To put it simply, the transformation of test set is done
through multiplying the test set datapoints with the
eigenvectors for most of the methods. Eigenvectors in this
context are the directions of the linear transformation

apply to the training set datapoints. PCA, SVD-PCA and
PLS are linear dimensionality reduction approaches, they
transform the test set as simple as the description above.
However, Kernel PCA, Isomap and LLE require extra
steps to compute the non-linear transformation. PKPCA
computes the gram matrix based on the polynomial kernel
function before applying the multiplication of gram
matrix with eigenvectors. On the other hand, Isomap and
LLE require the measurement of the distance between test
set datapoints and the training set datapoints. The test set
datapoints are arranged according to the distance with
training set datapoints in ascending order for LLE. After
that, LLE computes the gram matrix and calculates the
contribution of the local gram matrix. The embedding of
test set is based on the contribution of the datapoints. The
encoder from trained autoencoder generates the
compressed features for test set while 2D-DWT is applied
to test set as training set.
D. Classification
Linear support vector machine (SVM) was employed
as the classifier in this paper. SVM is a supervised
classifier which builds a trained model that maximizes the
hyperplane of two diagnostic groups to predict the new
data [27]. The low dimensional training set is the input for
the trained model while the low dimensional test set is
used for the prediction.
3.

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

A. K-fold cross validation
Based on the procedures described above, the nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods applied 10-fold
cross validation to ensure the selected parameter
transforms the data to the features that have lower
prediction error to the target label. Before the
implementation of cross-validation, the neighborhoods’
distance for LLE and Isomap was set from 6 to 30, and
the degree of PKPCA was set from 1 to 10 to examine the
impact of different values towards the data. Then, the 10fold cross validation divides the training set to 10 subsets.
Nine of the subsets were used as training set and the
remaining subset was treated as validation set in
parameter tuning. The value that obtained the lowest error
rate in cross-validation was selected as the best parameter
value for each technique.
B. Performance mesasurement
The performance measurement of the classification
was accuracy. The accuracy tells us the ability of the
model to differentiate two diagnostic groups correctly
[28]. The accuracy is derived from confusion matrix
through calculating true positive (TP), true negative (TN),
false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) as shown in
Table I. The equation for calculating the accuracy is given
as in (1).
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Accuracy = (TP+TN) / (TP+TN+FP+FN)
TABLE V.

()

CONFUSION MATRIX FOR CLASSIFICATION

Actual Class

Predicted Class
AD+PMCI

CN+SMCI

AD+PMCI

True Positive

False Negative

CN+SMCI

False Positive

True Negative

5

DWT+PCA obtained similar ranking with PCA on the
combination with intrinsic dimension estimation methods
as shown in Table VII. This is because DWT+PCA
inherits the property of PCA. MLE and EigValue obtained
the same result in the average accuracies at different time
points. It was followed by DANCo and CorrDim. On the
other hand, the ranking of the intrinsic dimension
estimation methods on DWT+MI was DANCo, MLE,
EigValue and CorrDim as illustrated in Table VIII. At
last, there was no indication on the suitable intrinsic
dimension estimation technique for two-tier autoencoders
TABLE I.

4.

THE INTRINSIC DIMENSIONS BASED ON DIFFERENT
INTRINSIC DIMENSION ESTIMATION APPROACHES

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Intrinsic dimensions based on different intrinsic
dimension estimation approaches
From Table II, we notice that the estimated intrinsic
dimensions were very different based on different
approaches. MLE considered more dimensions needed
compared to other methods at all time points, which was
at least 30 intrinsic dimensions. The second highest
intrinsic dimension were computed by using DANCo.
However, the intrinsic dimensions were significantly
lower compared to MLE. CorrDim obtained the lowest
intrinsic dimension, and the results were the same for all
time points.

24 m before
stable
diagnosis

18 m before
stable
diagnosis

12 m before
stable
diagnosis

Stable
diagnosis
time point

MLE

31

38

33

30

EigValue

8

5

6

7

CorrDim

2

2

2

2

DANCo

10

10

10

10

Methods

TABLE II.

THE ACCURACIES OF PCA-BASED APPROACHES BASED
ON DIFFERENT INTRINSIC DIMENSION ESTIMATION METHODS
24 m before
stable
diagnosis

18 m before
stable
diagnosis

12 m before
stable
diagnosis

Stable
diagnosis
time point

MLE

0.79

0.81

0.83

0.87

EigValue

0.79

0.81

0.84

0.84

CorrDim

0.78

0.83

0.84

0.82

DANCo

0.80

0.82

0.83

0.82

Methods

B. Analysis of intrinsic dimension estimation approaches
In this section, PCA, SVD-PCA and PKPCA obtained
the same result with the estimated intrinsic dimension.
Therefore, the results are tabulated in Table III named as
PCA-based approaches. From the result in Table III, it did
not indicate the most suitable intrinsic dimension
estimation technique for PCA-based approaches since all
the intrinsic dimension estimation methods were not able
to achieve the highest result at all time points. However,
the average accuracies of the techniques at different time
points gave the ranking as following: MLE, EigValue,
DANCo and CorrDim. Contrary to PCA-based
approaches, PLS achieved highest results at all time point
by using CorrDim as shown in Table IV.
Table V reveals that the selection of intrinsic
dimension had a great impact on the performance of
Isomap. The range of the accuracies obtained by Isomap
with different intrinsic dimension estimation approaches
was big. It was 18% difference at the time point 24
months before stable diagnosis. The ranking of the
intrinsic dimension estimation methods in the average
accuracies at different time points was as following:
DANCo, EigValue, CorrDim and MLE. Table VI
summarizes the performance of LLE. It reports that LLE
obtained a smaller difference in the range of accuracy
compared to Isomap, which was 12% difference at time
point of 18 months before stable diagnosis. The ranking of
the average accuracies at different time points was
DANCo, EigValue, CorrDim and MLE.

TABLE III.

THE ACCURACIES OF PARTIAL LEAST SQUARE BASED
ON DIFFERENT INTRINSIC DIMENSION ESTIMATION METHODS
24 m before
stable
diagnosis

18 m before
stable
diagnosis

12 m before
stable
diagnosis

Stable
diagnosis
time point

MLE

0.79

0.84

0.83

0.85

EigValue

0.79

0.84

0.83

0.85

CorrDim

0.81

0.84

0.86

0.85

DANCo

0.79

0.84

0.83

0.85

Methods

TABLE IV.

THE ACCURACIES OF ISOMAP BASED ON DIFFERENT
INTRINSIC DIMENSION ESTIMATION METHODS

24 m before
stable
diagnosis

18 m before
stable
diagnosis

12 m before
stable
diagnosis

Stable
diagnosis
time point

MLE

0.69

0.64

0.70

0.68

EigValue

0.59

0.80

0.77

0.79

CorrDim

0.72

0.68

0.70

0.75

DANCo

0.77

0.73

0.81

0.77

Methods
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TABLE VI.
THE ACCURACIES OF LOCAL LINEAR EMBEDDING
BASED ON DIFFERENT INTRINSIC DIMENSION ESTIMATION METHODS
24 m before
stable
diagnosis

18 m before
stable
diagnosis

12 m before
stable
diagnosis

Stable
diagnosis
time point

MLE

0.76

0.71

0.76

0.80

EigValue

0.73

0.69

0.78

0.85

CorrDim

0.70

0.79

0.74

0.81

DANCo

0.76

0.81

0.79

0.82

Methods

TABLE VII.

THE ACCURACIES OF DWT+PCA BASED ON DIFFERENT
INTRINSIC DIMENSION ESTIMATION METHODS

24 m before
stable
diagnosis

18 m before
stable
diagnosis

12 m before
stable
diagnosis

Stable
diagnosis
time point

MLE

0.78

0.81

0.83

0.87

EigValue

0.79

0.80

0.86

0.84

CorrDim

0.75

0.77

0.83

0.80

DANCo

0.77

0.81

0.83

0.82

Methods

TABLE VIII.

THE ACCURACIES OF DWT+MI BASED ON DIFFERENT
INTRINSIC DIMENSION ESTIMATION METHODS

24 m before
stable
diagnosis

18 m before
stable
diagnosis

12 m before
stable
diagnosis

Stable
diagnosis
time point

MLE

0.63

0.79

0.78

0.74

EigValue

0.66

0.74

0.72

0.77

CorrDim

0.66

0.76

0.78

0.72

DANCo

0.65

0.80

0.74

0.76

Methods

TABLE IX.

THE ACCURACIES OF TWO-TIER AUTOENCODER BASED
ON DIFFERENT INTRINSIC DIMENSION ESTIMATION METHODS
24 m before
stable
diagnosis

18 m before
stable
diagnosis

12 m before
stable
diagnosis

Stable
diagnosis
time point

MLE

0.64

0.77

0.78

0.83

EigValue

0.70

0.70

0.68

0.75

CorrDim

0.71

0.73

0.67

0.84

DANCo

0.69

0.72

0.74

0.79

Methods

from Table IX. MLE obtained the highest and lowest
results in different time points. The ranking of the
techniques in average accuracies at different time points
was as following: MLE, CorrDim, DANCo and EigValue.
From the performance of different dimensionality
reduction approaches, we can conclude that it is not all
intrinsic dimension estimation approaches suit all the
dimensionality
reduction
approaches.
Different
dimensionality reduction approaches require different
intrinsic
dimensions.
The
overestimation
and

underestimation of intrinsic dimension always occur in
the combination of the current techniques. The statement
is supported from a research which mentioned that the
underestimation occurs when the required intrinsic
dimension is more than 10 [29]. In addition, the threshold
of EigValue was set manually in this paper. It is arbitrary
and might cause a big loss of data unknowingly. CorrDim
will underestimate the intrinsic dimension for the data
when the data is non-uniform distribution. CorrDim treats
the significance of every point as identical [12]. DANCo
suffers the same issue as CorrDim, it considers the
neighborhood of each point or manifold is distributed
uniformly [16].
In contrast, PLS looked working well with CorrDim, it
achieved the highest result with CorrDim at all time
points. The reason may not be because of CorrDim is
good enough, but the nature of PLS. From the results of
PLS, it proved that PLS obtains more stable results
compared to other approaches. By adding the number of
dimensions, it will not improve the accuracy of the
classification. Therefore, the development of intrinsic
dimension estimation approach shall consider the nature
of each dimensionality reduction technique. Different
dimensionality reduction approaches have different
criteria to reduce and transform the data. It might also be
the reason for underestimating or overestimating the
intrinsic dimension of the current methods. Besides this
reason, the author in [30] stated that the intrinsic
dimension estimation approaches face the problem of
curse of dimensionality. Therefore, we suggest that
applying the intrinsic dimension estimation approach after
conducting the dimensionality reduction approach with
the maximum dimensions.
C. Analysis of dimensionality reduction approaches over
dimensions
The previous section has analyzed the classification
results based on the intrinsic dimensions, but it is
necessary to get into bottom to see the impact of the
chosen dimension numbers on classification results based
on the dimensionality reduction methods. The maximum
dimension number is (n-1), where n is number of training
data. Hence, this section reports the classification results
of the dimensionality reduction methods from 1 to 99
dimensions. The exception is the method of DWT+MI.
The number of dimensions of DWT+MI was 36784 after
decomposition. It is not valid to compare with the rest of
the results in the same figure. Therefore, it is not included
in the figures below, but the results are described in
paragraph form. Fig. 2 until Fig. 5 reports the
classification accuracies for the dataset collected at
different time points. PCA and SVD-PCA obtained the
same result over the dimensions. Therefore, we use the
term “PCA” to represent both techniques in this section.
Fig. 2 demonstrates the accuracies of the dataset
collected at time point of 24 months before stable
diagnosis. DWT+PCA achieved 85% as the highest result
http://journals.uob.edu.bh
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across the dimensions. PCA and LLE achieved the same
result, which was 84% in their highest results. It was
followed by PKPCA, two-tier autoencoders DWT+MI,
Isomap and PLS. Although PLS achieved the lowest
accuracy, but the results over dimensions were more
stable compared to the other methods. There was a huge
difference for the results obtained by two-tier
autoencoders, DWT+PCA, PCA, PKPCA, DWT+MI,
Isomap and LLE over dimensions. This phenomenon also
happened for the dataset collected at other time points.

dimension to another dimension. PCA-based approaches
maximize the variance of the data and transform the data
to principal component. Although the principal
components with a higher variance explain most of the
information, the principal components with smaller
variance also contribute to differentiate the classes in AD
classification. On the contrary, the results of PLS were
remained the same from 2 or 4 dimensions onwards.
However, PLS never achieved the highest accuracies at all
time point.

Fig. 3 presents the accuracies of dataset collected at
the time point 18 months before stable diagnosis. The
ranking of the methods based on the highest results was
two-tier autoencoders, DWT+PCA, PCA, PKPCA,
DWT+MI, PLS, Isomap and LLE, where PCA, PKPCA
and DWT+MI obtained the same result. Fig. 4 indicates
the accuracies of dataset collected at time point of 12
months before stable diagnosis. DWT+PCA achieved
88% as highest accuracy across the dimensions.
DWT+MI, PCA and PKPCA achieved 87% as their
highest results. It was followed by PLS, Isomap, LLE and
two-tier autoencoders. Fig. 5 shows the accuracies of
dataset collected from stable diagnosis time point.
DWT+PCA achieved 89% while DWT+MI, PCA,
PKPCA, two-tier autoencoders and LLE achieved 88% as
their highest results. Then, it was followed by PLS and
Isomap.

Overall, DWT+PCA achieved the top results among
the techniques. It was followed by PCA and PKPCA.
They can extract significant features for AD classification.
The issue of the method is to select a suitable intrinsic
dimension. DWT+MI performed slightly poorer than PCA
and it required more dimensions than other techniques to
achieve higher results. PLS did a great job in terms of its
stability, but it is necessary to increase the discriminative
power to extract more meaningful data. Two-tier
autoencoders, Isomap and LLE also performed well in
extracting significant features for AD classification but
the methods require more concern on the parameter and
hyperparameter tuning. Besides, the combination of the
extracted features from different dimensions might be a
way to improve the current dimensionality reduction
approach.

From the observation, PKPCA obtained the same
result with PCA with less numbers of dimensions. This is
because of PKPCA is functioning as a linear approach
during less dimensions. The degree of polynomial chosen
with k-fold cross validation was 1. When PKPCA did not
perform as a linear approach, the results dropped as
shown in the figures. This can be proved that the data are
extra complex, therefore it turns out that the linear
approach works better than non-linear approach on PCAbased approaches. When involving more dimensions, it is
possible to occur overfitting in the PKPCA trained model.
The model chose higher degree of polynomial to fit the
training data, but it increased the generalization error.
Besides, the results obtained by non-linear approaches
like two-tier autoencoders, Isomap and LLE also have
greater differences compared to PCA-based approaches
and PLS over the dimensions. This is possible due to the
ability of the methods is relying on the parameter and
hyperparameter selection. The parameter for LLE and
Isomap is the distance of the neighbors, while the main
hyperparameters for two-tier autoencoders are the
numbers of hidden layers and the regularization value.
Apart from this, autoencoders also require a suitable
hidden layer size to extract significant features through
self-learning process. It will cause overfitting when using
too little number of hidden layers. The number of
dimensions influenced the results of Isomap the most. It
was followed by two-tier autoencoders, DWT+MI and
LLE. The results dropped or raised significantly from one

5.

CONCLUSIONS
To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first
study to compare various dimensionality reduction
techniques for AD classification with the same dataset.
The main finding from the comparative study is the
existing dimensionality reduction methods can extract
significant features for classification. The results are
consistent with the previous studies on the contribution of
PCA and PLS towards AD classification. Moreover, the
combination of PCA with other technique also boosts the
accuracy for classification. Despite this, the deep learning
approach, such as autoencoder outperforms PLS.
However, hyperparameters tuning should not be neglected
for deep learning approach. A deep autoencoder might
help in improving the classification accuracy, but the
computational resource limit always is the issue for deep
learning. The second finding is about the influence of
intrinsic dimension for dimensionality reduction approach
towards the classification result. The classification
accuracies of most of the dimensionality reduction
approaches have a great difference over the dimensions.
The current intrinsic dimension estimation methods do not
exert the ability of the dimensionality reduction
approaches. Therefore, we believe that further analysis on
the development of intrinsic dimension estimation
technique should follow the nature of the dimensionality
reduction technique closely. We found that the different
criteria in building the dimensionality reduction technique
will influence the numbers of dimensions needed to
interpret the data. In conclusion, a further research on
http://journals.uob.edu.bh
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dimensionality reduction framework is required to

Figure 2.

improve the accuracy of AD classification.

The accuracies based on different dimensionality reduction methods at time point of 24 months before stable diagnosis

Figure 3. The accuracies based on different dimensionality reduction methods at time point of 18 months before stable diagnosis
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Figure 4. The accuracies based on different dimensionality reduction methods at time point of 12 months before stable diagnosis

Figure 5. The accuracies based on different dimensionality reduction methods at stable diagnosis time point
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